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Do you have a difficult handling problem?

You might think that purchasing an

overhead crane for your business can be

like a daunting and expensive task!

It doesn't have to be...
email

5 reasons
to buy
an overhead crane kit
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Some businesses don’t even

bother with overhead cranes,

thinking that they just can’t

afford the time or the money that

it will take to set one up.

What these business owners

don’t know is that there is an

easier way to do all of this: with

our lightweight overhead bridge

crane kit.

Here are 5 great reasons why

any business owner should

consider ordering an overhead

crane kit...
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Crane tracks supported

from roof beams
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1. Customisation:
Our kits can be designed specifically

for your business.

Tool handling, machine loading,

product handling - whatever you

need!

Select the parts yourself online,

download brochure or

our experienced crane technician can

help you design the perfect overhead

crane kit for your needs, large or

small.

The modern profile section crane is

easier to use and can cover all of the

working envelope, places where a

forklift cannot possibly reach...
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2. Install it yourself:

Suddenly the installation costs are taken out of the equation when a business

owner purchases an overhead crane kit.

Those extra costs can add up to thousands of pounds with larger cranes and

may not be needed.

Overhead lightweight profile crane kits

are very easy to install and simple to

slot in when and where they are needed.

Often the crane can be suspended

from your existing building support

structure or simple gantry. The system

is extendable so you can easily add to

it as your business expands or take it

with you if you move.
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Engineered components

make installation simple!
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3. Faster Delivery Times:
Overhead crane kits also offer a

faster delivery time than those that

have to be scheduled through a

typical bespoke crane company.

You can choose your own delivery

times for your needs.

You decide which sections are to be

delivered and when.

These kits are not just for cranes -

You can also make: tool balancer

tracks, hoist runways,manipulator

supports, conveyors and much

more...
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4. By choosing one of our crane

kits:

You can be rest assured that you

are getting the highest quality

materials.

With these innovative smooth

running crane kits you will have

the confidence in buying a

premium product at an extremely

cost effective price.

Once installed, you’ll wonder

how you ever managed without

it!
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5. Buying your crane from
DALE Lifting and Handling
Specialists: means you also

have first class support from

lifting industry experts, when

you need it!

Full design service

Fabrication and engineering

Support gantries

Onsite installations

Supply of hoist and electrics

Supply of tool balancers

Supply of load attachments

Commissioning and testing

Aftercare

ISO 9001 accreditation
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Want to know more?
Click here to go to our

crane kit product web page.
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Contact Us

sendSEND
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http://www.dlhonline.co.uk/niko-lightweight-profile-crane-system-11376-p.asp
http://www.dlhonline.co.uk/niko-lightweight-profile-crane-system-11376-p.asp
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